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tions also appear. These contradictione are, however, frequently
not at all obvious, for the reasonthat the consequencesare not derived by means of formal rules, but by means of material considerations,in which it is often possibleto avoid the traps that
one has set oneself by this dubious formulation. Even where no
contradictions or ambiguities occur, the use of the material mode
of speechhas the disadvantageof leading easilyto self-deceptionas
regards the object under discussion: one believes that one is investigating certain objects and facts, whereas one is, in reality,
investigating their designations,i.e. words and sentences.

sciences.
For example: the
thing-in-itself,
the transcendental, and the like (p. zZ8).
SSa, An object-question is
concerned, for instance, with the
properties of animals; on the
other hand, a logical question is
concerned with the sentences of
zoology (p. zZ8).
56a. It isjust as easy to construct sentences about the forms
oflinguistic expressions as it is to
construct sentences about the
geometrical forms of geometrical
struchrres (pp. z8z.f.).

oF THEMernRter$ 8t. Tnu A.pnrrssIBILITy
Moon oF SPEEcH
We have spoken of dangers and not of errors of the material
mode of speech. The matqial modcof Eeechh not in itself enoneous;
it only readily lends itself to wrong use. But if suitable definitions
and rules for the material mode of speech are laid down and
systematically applied, no obscurities or contradictions arise.
Since, however, the wordJanguage is too irregular and too complicated to be actually comprehended in e syEtem of rulea, one
must guard against the dangersof the material mode of speechas
it is ordinarily used in the word-languageby kceping in mind the
peculiar character of its sentences. Especially when important
conclusionsor philosophical problems are to be basedon sentenceg
of the material mode of speech,it is wise to make sure of their
fieedom from ambiguity by translating them into the formal mode.
It is not by ary neans ilggested that the nateial modeof speech
shouldbe mtirely eliminated. For since it is establishedin general
use, and is thus more readily understood, and is, moreover, often
shorter and more obvious than the formal mode, fts use is frequently expedient. Even in this book, and especially in this Part,
the material mode of speech has often been employed; here are
some examples:
Material mode of speech
54a. Philosophical questions
are sometimes concerned with
objects which do not occur in the
object-domain of the empirical
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example, the expressions:'thingin-itself','the
transcendental',
etc.
556. In an object-question,
predicates of the language of
zoology (designations of kinds of
animals) occur; on the other
hand, in a logical question, designations of sentences of the
zoological language occur,
566. It is just as easy to construct sentences in which, as
predicates, syntactical predicates
occur, and, as arguments, syntactical designations of expressions, as it is to construct sentences in which, as predicates,
predicates of the language of
(pure) geometry occur, and, as
arguments, object-designations
of the language of geometry.

If a sentenceof the material mode of speechis given, or, more
generally, a sentencewhich is not a genuine object-sentence,then
the translation into the formal mode of speechneed not always be
undertaken, but it must always be possible. Translatability into the
Jormal modeof speechconstitutesthe touchstone
for all philosophical
sentences,
or, more generally, for all sentenceswhich do not belong
to the languageof any one of the empirical sciences. In investigating translatability, the ordinary use of language and the
definitions which may have been given by the author must be taken
into consideration. In order to find a translatiori, we attempt to
use,wherevera universal'word occurs (such as 'number' or 'property') the correspondingsyntacticalexpression(such as'numerical expression' or'property-word', respectively). Sentences
which do not, at leastto a certain extent, univocally determine their
translation are thereby shown to be ambiguous and obscure.
Sentenceswhich do not give even a slight indication to determine
their translation are outside the realm of the language of science
and therefore incapable of discussion, no matter what depths or
heights of feeling they may stir. Let us give a few warhing examplesof such sentencesas they occur in the writings of our own
circle or in those of closely allied authors. The majority of readers

Formal n ode of speech
S4b. In philosophicalquestions expressionssometimesoccur which do not occur in the
languagesof the sciences; for

,;
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will scarcely, I think, succeed in finding a translation of these into
the formal mode of speech that would satisfactorily represent the
author'g meaning. Even if the author himself is perhaps able to
give such a translation-and in some caseseven this seemsdoubtful
readers will certainly fall into confusion and uncertainty.
-his
We shall see that the sentences in which the word'inexpressiblet
or something similar occurs are especially dangerous. In the
examples under heading I we fnd a mythology of the ine4ressiblc,
in the examples under ll a mythology of higher things, and in
Sentence l3 both of these.
I. r. There is indeed the inexpressible. z. The qualities which
appear as content of the stream of consciousness can neither be asserted, described, expressed, nor cofirmunicated, but can only be
manifested in experience. 3. What can be shown cannot be said.
4. The given experience possessesan utterable structure, but at the
same time it possessesari unutterable content which is nevertheless
very well known to us, S. Human beings must verify psychological
sentences by their own unutterable experience, which is nevertheless
very well known to them; they must examine whether the sentence
in question, the combination of symbols, is isomorphous (like in
structure) with their unutterable experience. 6. The unutterable
experience blue or bitter..,. 7. The essenceof individuality cannot
be represented in words, and is indescribable, and therefore meaningless for science. 8. Philosophy will mean the unspeakable by clearly
displaying the speakable. q. The holding [subsistence] of [formal or]
internal properties and relations cannot be asserted by propositions
Isentences],
II. ro. The sense of the world must lie outside the world.
rr. How the world is, is completely indifferent to what is higher.
rz. If good or bad willing changes the world it can only change the
limits of the world, not the facts. 13. Propositions [sentences] cannot express anything higher.
Let us suggest a few possibilities of translation which, however,
probably do not correspond to the intentions of the authors. In the
case of Sentence r it would be necessary to distinguish between two
interpretations: r A. " There are unutterable objects ", that is to say,
" There are objects for which no object-designations exist" l translation: "There are object-designations which are not object-designations." r B. " There are unutterable facts ", that is to say, " There
are facts which are not described by any sentence"l translation:
"There are sentences which are not sentences." Conceming 6:
in other words, "The experience designated by the word 'blue'
cannot be designated by any word " I translatinn: " The experiencedesignation'blue' is not an experience-designation." Sentence 9
means: " The fact that a property of a certain kind appertains to an
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object cannot be assertedby means of a sentence"| translntion:
"A sentencein which a property-word of a certain kind occurs is
13 m""ns: "The higher factscannotbe
not a sentence," Sentencle
expressedby meansof sentences";translati.on:
"'The higher sentencesare not sentences."
Let it be once more called to mind that the distinction between
the formal and the material modes of speech does not ret'er to
genuine object-sentencesand therefore not to the sentencesof the
empirical siiences, or to sentencesof this kind which occur in the
discussionsof the logic of science (or of philosophy). (See the
three columns, on p. 286.) lt is here a question of the sentencesof
the proper logic of science. According to the ordinary use of
language it is customary to formulate these partly in the form of
logical sentencesand partly in the fo(m of object-sentences' Our
investigationshave shown that the supposititious object-sentences
of the logic of science are pseudo-object-sentences'or sentences
which apparently sPeak about objects, like the real object-sentences,but which in reality are speakingabout the designationsof
these objects. This implies that all the sentencesof the logic of
scienceare logical sentences;that is to say, sentencesabout language and linguistic expressions. And our investigations have
further shown that all these sentencescan be formulated in such a
way asto refer not to senseand meaning but to the syntactical form
of the sentencesand other expressions-they can all be translated
into the formal mode of sPeech'or, in other words' into syntactical
sentences. The togic of scienceis the syntax of the languageof science'

B. THE LOGIC OF SCIENCE AS SYNTAX
$ 82. Tnn FnvsIcAL LANGUAGE
The logical analysisof physics-as a part of the logic of science
-is the syntax of the physical language. All the so-called epistemological problems concerning physics (in so far as it is not a
question of metaphysical pseudo-problems) are in part empirical
questions,the majority of which belong to psychology,and in part
logical questions which belong to syntax. A more exact exposition
oflhe logical analysisof physics as the syntax of the physical ian-
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guagemust be left for a special investigation. Here we shall only
offer a few suggestionstowards it.
The logical analysis of physics will have, in the first place, to
formulate rules of fonnation f.or sentences and other kinds of expressionsof the physical language(see$ 4o). The most important
expressionswhich occur as arguments are the point-expressions
(designationsof a spatio-temporal point, consisting of four realnumbqr expressions, namely, three space-co-ordinatesand one
time-co-ordinate) and the domain-expressions(designationsof a
limited space-timedomain). The physical coefficientsof statesare
representedby descriptive functors. The descriptive functors and
predicatescan be divided into thoee having point-expressionsand
those having domain-expressionsas arguments.
The sentencescan be clasaified according to their degree of
generality.Wc will here only diecusothe two extreme kinds of sentencesand, for the eakeof aimplicity, only thoee in which all the
interior rrgumcnti rre point- or domain-expressions:the conctcte
t.ntonctt contain no unrestricted variables; the lqus contain no
conrtrntr r! intorior ergumcnts.
lllthor L-ru|e. tlonc, or L-rulee and P-rules,canbe laid down as
lrawfurmationrulcs of thephysical language. If P-rules are desired,
thcy will gencrally be stated in the form of P'primitive sentences.
In the firat place, certain most general laws will be formulated as
P-primitive sentences;we will callthex,eprimitine las)s. In addi.
tion, descriptive synthetic sentencesof another form-even concrete ones-may be stated as P-primitive sentences. In the majority of cases,the primitive laws will have the form of a universal
sentenceof implication or of equivalence.The primitive laws and
the other valid laws can be either deterministic or laws of probabilfu; the latter can be formulated, for instance,with the help of
a probability implication. Since the concEt of probability is a very
significant one for physics, particularly in view of the latest developments, the logical analysisof physics will have thoroughly to
investigatethe syntax of the sentencesof probability; and it may
be found possible to establish a connection with the concept of
range in the general syntax,
We cannot go more fully into the conceptof probability here. See
the lectures and discussionsof the Prague Congress (Erhmntnis
t, r93o); further bibliographical referencesare given in Erkenntnis
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tr, r89f., r93r; there are alsoinvestigations,
as yet unpublished,by
Reichenbach,Hempel, and Popper.* On the probability implication, seeReichenbachlWahrscheinlichkeitslogikl.
Syntactical rules will have to be stated concerning the forms
which the protocol-smtences,bymeans of which the results of observation are expressed,may take. [On the other hand, it is not the
task of syntax to determine which sentencesof the established
protocol form are to be actually laid down as protocol-sentences,
for 'true ' and ' false' are not syntactical terms ; the statementof the
protocol-sentencesis the affair of the physicist who is observing
and making protocols.]
A sentenceof physics,whether it is a P-primitive sentence,some
other valid sentence,or an indeterminate assumption (that is, a
premisswhose consequencesare in courseof investigation),will be
tatedby deducing consequenceson the basisof the transformation
rules of the language,until finally sentencesof the form of protocolsentencesare reached. These will then be compared with the
protocol-sentenceswhich have actually been stated and either confirmed or refuted by them. If a sentencewhich is an L-consequence of certain P-primitive sentences contradicts a sentence
which has been stated as a protocol-sentence,then some change
must be made in the system. For instance, the P-rules can be
altered in euch a way that those particular primitive sentencesare
no longer valid; or the protocol-sentence can be taken as being
non-valid; or again the L-rules which have been used in the deduction can also be changed.There are no establishedrules for the
kind of change which must be made.
Further, it is not possible to lay down any set rules as to how
new primitive laws are to be established on the basis of actually
statedprotocol-sentences,One sometimesspeaksin this connection
of the method of so-calledinduction. Now this designation may be
retained so long as it is clearly seenthat it is not a matter of a regular
rnethod but only one of a practical procedure which can be
investigatedsolely in relation to expedienceand fruitfulness. That
there can be no rules of induction is shown by the fact that the
L-content of a law, by reason of its unrestricted universality,
alwaysgoesbeyond the L-content of every finite classof protocol* (Note, 1935,) These works have meantime appeared; see
Bibliography.
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sentences.On the other hand, exact rules for deduction can be
laid down, namely,the L-rules of the physicallanguage.Thus the
laws have the character of,hypothescsin relation to thc protocol'
sentences;sentencesof the form of protocol'scntcncesmay be
ofthe laws,but a law cannotbe nn L'consequcncc
L-consequences
The lawssre not
of any finite syntheticclassof protocol'gentenceg.
and laid down
aelected
are
but
inferred from protocol-scntences'
arealways
which
on the groundsof the cxistingProtocol-Ecntences'
protocol'
new
thc
cvcr'cmcrging
of
being re-examinedwith thc help
sentences
concrete
but
also
sentences.Not only laws, howevcr,
are formulated as hypotheoeu,that is to eay, as P-primitive sentences-such as a sentencesbout an unobservedprocessby which
certain obscrvcdproccsEcrcan lrc explained.There is in the strict
senseno refutation (falaification)of an hypothesis;for even when
it proves to be L-incomPatiblc with certain protocol'sentences,
there alwryo existr the poaeibilityof maintaining the hypothesis
Still
ancl rcnouncing acknowlcdgmentof the protocol-sentences'
(verificaconfirmation
complete
a
sense
lcrn in therc in the strict
tion) of nn hypothesis.When an increasingnumber of L-conse(luenccoof the hypothesisagreewith the already acknowledged
then the hypothesisis increasinglyconfirnred;
protocol-sentences,
there is accordinglyonly a graduallyincreasing,but never a final,
confirmation. Further, it is, in general,impossibleto test evena
single hypotheticalsentence. [n the caseof a single sentenceof
this kind, there are in general no suitable L-consequencesof the
form of protocol-sentences;hence for the deduction of sentences
having the form of protocol-sentencesthe remaining hypotheses
must also be used. Thus lle testa|plies, at bottom,not to a singlc
hypothesisbut to the wholesysternof physicsas a systemof hypotheses
(Duhem, PoincarC).
No rule of the physical languageis definitive; all rules are laid
down with the reservation that they may be altered as soon as it
seemsexpedientto do so. This appliesnot only to the P-rulesbut
also to the L-rules, including those of mathematics. In this re'
spect,there are only differencesin degree;certain rules are more
difficult to renouncethan others. [If, however,we assumethat
every new protocol-sentencewhich apPearswithin a languageis
synthetic,there is this differencebetweenan L-valid, and therefore analytic,sentence61 and a P-valid sentence6r, namely,that
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such a new protocol-sentence-independentlyof whether it is
acknowledgedas valid or not--can be, at most, incompatiblewith
69 but never with G1. In spite of this, it may come about that,
under the inducement of new protocol-sentences,
we alter the
languagcto such an extent that 61 is no longer analytic.]
If a new P-primitioe sentence6, is stated, but without sufficient
transformation rules by which, from €1 in conjunction with the
other P-primitive sentences,sentencesof the form of protocolsentencescould be deduced,then in principle 6, cannotbe tested,
and is therefore uselessfrom the scientific point of view. If, however, sentencesof the form of protocol-sentencesare deducible
from 61 in conjunction with the remainder of the P-primitrve
sentences,but only such as are deducible from the remaining
P-primitive sentencesalone, then 6, as a primitive sentenceis unproductive, and scientificallysuperfluous.
A new descriptioesymbol which is to be introduced need not be
reducible by means of a chain of definitions to symbols which
occur in protocol-sentences. A symbol of this kind may also be
introduced as a primitizte symbolby means of new P-primitive sentences. If these primitive sentencesare testable,i.e. if sentences
of the form of protocol-sentences
are deduciblefrom them, then
thereby the primitive symbols are reduced to symbols of the
protocol-sentences.
Example:Let protocol-sentences
be the observationsentencesof
the usual form. The electric field vector of classicalphysics is not
definableby meansof the symbolswhich occur in such protocolsentences;it is introduced as a primitive symbol by the Maxwell
equationswhich are formulated as P-primitive sentences.There is
no sentenceequipollent to such an equation,which contains only
symbolsof the protocol-sentences,
although,of course,sentences
of
protocolform can be deducedfrom the Maxwell equationsin conjunction with the other primitive sentencesof classicalphysics; in
this way, the Maxwell theory is empirically tested. Counter-example.
The conceptof " entelechy", employedby the neo-vitalists,must be
rejectedas a pseudo-concept.It is, however,not a sufficientjustificationfor this rejectionto point out that no definitionof that concept
isgivenby meansof which it couldbereducedto thetermsof theobservationsentences
I forthe samething is alsotrue of a numberof abstract
physicalconcepts.The decisivepoint is ratherthe fact that no laws
which can be empiricallytestedare laid down for that concept.
The explanationof a single known physical process, the deduction of.an unknown processin the past or in the present, from one
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that is known , andthe predictionof afuture event, are all operations
of the same logical character. In all three casesit is, namely, a
matter of deducing the concrete sentence which describes the
pfocess from valid laws and other concrete sentences.To explain
a law (in the material mode of speech: a universal fact) meansto
deduce it from more general laws.
The corctruction of the phy$cal system is not effected.in accordancewith fued rulcs, but b1tmeansof conomtions. These conventions, namely, the rules of formation, the L-rules, and the
P-rules (hypotheses),are, however, not arbitrary. The choice of
them is influenced, in the first place, by certain practical methodological considerations (for instance, whether they make for simplicity, expedience,and fruitfulness in certain tasks). This is the
casefor all conventions, including, for example, definitions. But
in addition the hypothesescan and must be tested by experience,
that is to say, by the protocol-sentences-both those that are
already stated and the new on6s that are constantly being added.
Every hypothesis must be compatible with the total system of
hypotheses to which the already recognized protocol-sentences
also belong. That hypotheses,in opite of their subordinationto
nevertheless
cmpirical control by meansof the protocol-sentences,
contain a conventional element is due to the fact that the system
of hypothesesis neverunivocallydeterminedby empiricalmaterial,
however rich it may be.
Let us makebrief mention of two thesesheld by us, upon which,
however, the above view regarding the physical languagedoesnot
depend. The thesis of.physicakvn maintains that the physical lan'
guage is a universal languageof science-that is to say, that every
languageof any sub-domain of sciencecan be equipollently translated into the physical language. From this it follows that science
is a unitary system within which there are no fundamentally
diverse object-domains, and consequently no gulf, for example,
between natural and psychological sciences.This is the thesis of
the unity of science.We will not examine these theses in greater
detail here. It is easy to see that both are thesesof the syntax of
the languageof science.
On the view of the physical languagehere discussedand on the
theses of physicalism and of the unity of science, see Neurath
lPhy sicalism], lPhy sikalismus), f Soziol. Phys.f, lPr otoholkiitz el,
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lPsy chol,l ; Carnap lPhy s. SprachVf, lPsy chol.), fPr otohollsdtzef . In
the discussions of the Vienna Circle, Neurath has been conepicuous
for his early-often
initiatory-and
especially radical adoption of
new theses. For this reason, although many of his formulations are
not unobjectionable, he has had a very stimulatirig and fruitful influence upon its investigations; for instance, in his demand for a
unified language which should not only include the domains of
science but also the protocol-sentences and the sentences about
sentences; in his emphasis on the fact that all rules of the physical
language depend upon conventional decisions, and that none of its
sentences-not even the protocol-sentences-can ever be definitive;
and, finally, in'his rejection of so-called pre-linguistic elucidations
and of the metaphysics of Wittgenstein. It was Neurath who suggested the designations "Physicalism" and "Unity of ssi66ss".One of the most important problems of the logical analysis of physics
is that ofthe form ofthe protocol-sentences and of the operation of
testing (problem of verification); on this point, see also Popper.
On the view here expounded the domain of the scientific sentences
is not so restricted as on the one formerly held by the Vienna Circle.
It wae originally maintained that every sentence, in order to be significant,,. must be completely aerifiable (Wittgenstein; Waiemann
fWahrscleinlhhhcitl p. zzgi and Schlick [Kausalitiit] p. r5o); every
sentence therefore must be a molecular sentence formed of concrete
sentences (the so-called elementary sentences) (Wittgenstein [Tractatusfpp. roz, r 18; Carnap [Aufbau]). On thisviewtherewas no place
for the lauts of nature amongst the sentences of the language. Either
these laws had to be deprived of their unrestricted universality and
be interpreted merely as report-sentences, or they were left their
unrestricted universality, and regarded not as proper sentences of
the objectJanguage, but merely as directions for the construction of
sentences (Ramsey fFound.ationsl pp. 237 ff.; Schlick fKausalitat]
pp. r 5o f., with references to Wittgenstein), and hence asa kind of syntactical rules. In accordance with the principle of tolerance, we will
not say that a construction of the physical language corresponding
to this earlier view is inadmissible; it is equally possible, however, to
construct the language in such a way that the unrestrictedly universal
laws are admitted as proper sentences. The important difference
between laws and concrete sentences is not obliterated in this
second form of language, but remains in force. It is taken into
account in the fact that definitions are framed for both kinds of sentences, and their various syntactical properties are investigated. The
choice between the two forms of language is to be made on the
grounds of expedience. 1f,he second form, in which the laws are
treated as equally privileged proper sentences of the object-language,
is, as it appears, much simpler and better adapted to the ordinary use
of language in the actual sciences than the first form. A detailed
criticism of the view according to which laws are not sentences is
given by Popper.
2I
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The view here presentedallows great freedom in the introduction of new primitive conceptsand new primitive sentencesin the
languageof physics or of sciehcein general; yet at the sametime it
retains the possibility of difrerentiatingpseudo-concepts
and pseudosentences
from real scientific concepts and sentences,and thus ol
eliminating the fonner. [This elimination, however, is not so
simple as it appearedto be on the basis of the earlier position of
the Vienna Circle, which was in essentialsthat of Wittgenstein.
On that view it was a question of, " the language" in an absolute
senseI it wasthought possibleto reject both conceptsand sentences
if they did not fit into the language.] A newly stated P-pfimitive
sentenceis sholn to be a pseudo-sentenceif either no sufficient
rules of formation are given by meansof which it can be seento be
a sentenceor no sufficient rules of transformation by means of
which it can, as previously indicated, be submitted to an empirical
test. 'L'he rules need not be cxplicitly given; they may also be
tacitly laid down, provided only that they are exhibited in the use
of language. A newly stated descriptiveterm ig shown to be a
pseudo-conceptif it is neither reduced to previous terms by means
of a definition, nor introduced by means of P-primitive sentences
that can be tested (see the exanrple and counter-example on
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of the sciences.Taking the most important examples,
we shall
show briefly that these problerns are questions ofthe syntax
ofthe
languageof science.

P.3r 9) .
Like the individual sentencesof the logic of sciencepreviously
discussed,this presentation of a conception of the logic of science
is intended only as an example. Its truth is not here in question.
The example is only for the purpose of making it clear that the
logical analysisof physics is the syntax of the physical language,
and of further stimulating the formulation, within the domain of
syntax, ofviews, questions,and investigationsconcerningthe logic
of science(in the ordinary mode of expression: epistemology)and
thus making the subject more precise and more fruitful.

oF
$ 8:. Tnn so-ceLLEDF'ouNDATroNs
THE SCIENCES
Much has been said in recent times about the problems of the
so-called philosophical or logical foundations of the individual
sciences,by which are understood (in our method of deslgnation)
certain problems of the logic of sciencein relation 1o the domains
2r.-2
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law of S, equipollent in S, to a law which is valid in Sr? If so, then
there is, in relation to Sr, an equipollent translation of S, (as a
PJanguage)into Sr. This secondquestion constitutesthe scientific
core of the problem of.titalivt, which is, however, often entangled
with extra-scientific pseudo-problems.
The problens of the foundati.onsof psychology contain analogues
to those of biology just mentioned. (r) Can the conteptsof psychology be reduced to those of physics in the narrower sense?
(z) Can the laws of psychology be reduced to those of physics in
the narrower sense? (Physicalismanswersthe first question in the
aftrmative, but leaves the second open.) The so-called psychoplrysicalproblaruis usually formulated as a queation concerning the
relation of two object-domaine: the domain of the peychical proceggesand the domain of the parallcl phyeical processeein the
ccntrsl ncnous systcm. But thir formulation in thc matcrial mode
of rpcech loedr into s morsm of peeudo-problcms (for instance:
" Arc tho parallel proccssesmcrcly functionally correlated, or are
thoy connectcdby a causalrclation ? Or ie it the sameprocessseen
from two diffcrent eides?"). With the use of the formal mode of
epeechit becomesclear that we are here concerned only with the
relation betweentwo subJanguages,namely, the psychologicaland
the physical language; the question is whether two parallel sentences are always, or only in certain cases,equipollent witJr one
another, and, if so, whether they are L- or P-equipollent. This important problem can only be grappled with at all if it is formulated
correctly, namely, as a syntactical problem-whether
in the
manner.indicated or in sorneother. In the controversy regarding
behaviorism there are two different kinds of question to be distinguished. The empirical questions which are answered by the
behavioristic investigators on the basis of their observations do
not belong here; they are object-questionsof a specialscience. On
the other hand, thg fundamental question of behaviorism, which
is sometimesdesignatedas a methodological or an epistemological
problem, is a problem of the logic of science. It is often formulated
in the material mode of speechas a pseudo-object-question(e.g.
"Do mental processesexist?", "Is psychology concerned only
with physical behaviour?", and so on). If, however, instead of
being formulated in this way it is formulated in the formal mode,
it will be seenthat here again the question is one of the reducibility

of the psychological concepts; the fundamental theeis of behaviorism is thus closely allied to that of physicalism.
The problemsof thefoundationsof sociology(in the widest sense,
including the scienceof history) are for the most part analogousto
those of biology and psychology.
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What shoulda hgical foundation of mathematicsachietse?On this
question there are various views; the fundamental antithesis between them ie particularly clearly brought out in two doctrines,
logichm, which wae founded by Frege (1884), atdformalivn, reprceentedby Frege'eopponents.(The designations'logicism' and
'formalism' only appearedlater.) Frege's opponentsmaintained
that the logical foundation of mathematics is effected by the construction of a formal system, a calculus, a system of axioms, which
makespossiblethe proof of the formulae of classicalmathematics;
in this the meaning of the symbols is not to be taken into consideration, the symbols are, so to speak, implicitly defned by
the primitive sentehcesof the calculus; the question as to what
numbers actually are-which goes beyond the domain of the
calculus-must be rejected. Formalism today represents a view
which is in essentialsthe same,but which has been improved upon
in severalimportant points, notably by Hilbert. According to this
view, mathematicsand logic are constructed together in a common
calculus; the question of freedom from contradiction is made the
centre of the investigations; the formal treatment (the so-called
metamathematics) is carried out more strictly than before. As
opposed to the formalist standpoint, Frege maintained that the
logical foundation of mathematics has the task, not only of setting
up a celculus,but also,and pre-eminently,of giving an accountof
the meaning of mathematical symbols and sentences. He tried to
perform this task by reducing the symbols of mathematics to the
symbols of logic by mearis of definitions, and proving the sentences of mathematics by means of the primitive sentencesof
logic with the help of the logical rules of inference([Grundgesetzef).
Later Russell and Whitehead, also representing the standpoint of
logicism, carried out in an improved form the construction of
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mathematicson the basisof kigic (lPinc. Math.l). We will not go
into certain difficulties with which a strucrure of this kind is faced
(see Carnap fLogizisttusl), for we are here not so much concetned
with the question whether mathematicscan be derived from logic
or must be constructed simultaneouslywith it, aswith the question
whether the construction is to be of a purely formal nature, or
whether the meaning of the symbols must be determined. The
apparently complete antithesis of the opposing views on this point
can, however, be overcome.The formalist view is right in holding
that the construction of the systemcan be effectedpurely formally,
that is to say, without referenceto the meaning of the symbols;
that it is sufficient to lay down rules of transformation, from which
the validity of certain sentencesand the consequencerelations between certain sentencesfollow; and that it is not necessaryeither
to ask or to answer any questions of a material nature which go
beyond the formal structure. But the task which is thus outlined
is cenainly not fulfilled by the construction of a logico-mathematical calculus alone. For this calculus does not contain all the
eentenceswhich contain mathematical symbols and which are
relevant for science,namely those sentenceswhich are concerned
with the application of mathantatics,i.e. synthetic descriptive sentences with mathematical symbols. For instance, the sentence
" In this room there are now two people present" cannot be derived from the sentence"Charles and Peter are in this room now
and no one else" with the help of the logico-mathematicalcalculue
alone, as it is uSually constructed by the formalists; but it can be
derived with the help of the logicist system,namely on the basisof
Frege's definition of '2'. A logical foundation of mathematiceis
only given when a system is built up which enableederivations of
this kind to be made. The system must contain general rules of
formation concerning the occurrenceof the mathematicalsymbols
in synthetic descriptive sentencesalso,together with consequencen-rlesfor such sentences. Only in this way is the application of
mathematics, i.e. calculation with numbers of empirical objects
and with measuresof 'empirical magnitudes,rendered possibleand
systematized, A structure of this kind fulfi,k, shnultaneously,the
demandsof bothformalism and logichm. For, on the one hand, the
procedure is a purely formal one, and on the other, the meaning
of the mathematical symbols is establishedand thereby the appli-
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cation of mathematicsin actual scienceis made possible,namely,
by the inclusionof the mathematicalcalculusin the total language'
The logicist requirementonly appearsto be in contradictionwith
the formalist one; this apparentantithesisarisesas a result of the
ordinary formulation in the material mode of speech,namely," an
interpretationfor mathematicsmust be given in order that it rnay
be applied to reality". By translation into the formal mode of
speechthis relation is reversed:the interpretationof mathematics
is effectedby meansof the rules of application. The requirementof
logicismis then formulated in this way : the task of the logicalfoun'
(that is,
dation of ruathematicsis not fulfilled by a metamathematics
by a syntax of mathenatics)alone, but only by a syntax of the total
Ianguage, which contains both logico-mathematicaland synthetic
sentences.
Whether, in the construction of a system of the kind described,
only logical symbols in the narrower sense are to be included
amongst the primitive symbols (as by both Frege and Russell) or
also mathematical symbols (as by Hilbert), and whether only
Iogical primitive sentencesin the narrower senseare to be taken as
L-primitive sentences,or also mathematical sentences,is not a
question of philosophical significance, but only one of technical
expedience. In the constructiirn of Languages I and II we have
followed Hilbert and selectedthe secondmethod. Incidentally,
the question is not even accuratelyformulated; we have in the
general syntax made a formal distinction between logical and
descriptive symbols, but a precise classificationof the iogical
symbols in our senseinto logical symbols in the narrower sense
and mathematicalsymbolshas so far not been given by anyone.
The logical analysisof geometryhas shown that it is necessary
to distinguish clearly between mathematical and physical geobelongingto the two domains,althoughthey
metry. The sentences
often havethe samewording in the ordinary use of language,have
a very different logical character. Mathematical geomelryis a part
of pure mathematics,whether it is constructed as an axiomatic
systemor in the form of analyticalgeometry.The questionsof the
foundationof mathematicalgeometrythus belong to the syntaxof
the geometricalaxiom-systems,or to the syntax of the systemsof
co-ordinatesrespectively.Physicalgeometry,onthe other hand, is
a part of physics; it arisesfrom a system of mathematicalgeometry
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by meansof the construction of the so-calledcorrelative definitions
(see$ z5). In the caseofthe problemsofthe foundationofphysical
geometry, the question is one of the syntax of the geometrical
system as a subJanguageof the physical language.The principal
theses, for example, of the empiricist view of geometry: " The
theoremsof mathematicalgeometry are analytic ", " The theoiems
of physical g€ometry are synthetic but F-valid ", are obviously
syntactical sentences.

rN THELITERATTTRE
$ 8S. SynrnctrcAL SENTENcEs
oF THE sprCrer, scrrNcos
In all scientific discussions,object-questions and questions of
the logic of science,i.e. syntactical questions, are bound up with
one another. Even in treatieeswhich have not a so-calledepistemological problem or problem of foundation as their subject,
but are concerned with epecialized scientific questions, a considerable, perhaps even a preponderant, number of the sentences
arc eyntactical.They speak,for inetance,about certain definitions,
about the sentences of the domain which have been hitherto
accepted, about the statements or derivations of an opponent,
about the compatibility or incompatibility of different assumptions,
and so on.
It is easyto realizethat a tnathmtatical treatiseis predominantly
metamathematical,that is to say, that it contains, in addition to
proper mathematicalsentences(for instance: " Every even number
is the sum of two prime numbers "), syntactical sentences(of such
forms as: "From...it follows that...'1 "By substitutionwe
g€t...", "We will transformthe expressiol...", and the like).
The same thing is equally true, however, of treatisesof empiical
science.We will illustrate this by an example from physics. In the
following table the first column contains the initial sentences
(abbreviated) of Einstein's Zur Elehtrodynamik bewegterKtupn
(rgoS). The reformulation in the secondcolumn is merely for the
purpose of making clear the character of the sentences. In the
third column, the character of the individual sentencesor descriptions is stated, and it is shown that the majority of these are
svntactical.

Sentmcesfrom the
oigirul

Paraphrase
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Kinds of sentcnce

(p,s. = pure-syntactical.
d.s, = descriptive -eyntactical.)
laws
which
are p.s. description of senThat Maxwell's elec- In the
consequences of the tences.
tro-dynamics...
Maxwell equations
leadto asyrnmetriesin certain asymmetries are p.s. sentenceabout laws
their application to shown

bodiesin motion
which do not appear do
appertain to the phenomena
iswell known.
For example, if one
thinks of ... reciprocal
causation
.. ..
Here the observable
phenomenonis dependentonly upon the relative motion of conductorand magnet,
while,accordingto the
usualview, the casein
which the one body is
in motion must be
strictly separatedfrom
the case in which the
otheris in motion.
If, namely, the magnet
moves..,,then an electric field ... is the result,
whichprocucesan electric current.

which do not occur in
the appertaining protocol-gentences.

and about protocol-sentences.

physiContemporary
cists know that....

Historical d.s. sentence.

Example: the recipro- p.s. description of sencal causation-sentences tences.
The protocol-sentences
are dependent onlf upon such and such sentences of the system,

In the ordinary form of p.s. sentence (with dethe system the two scriptions of two senconcrete sentences',.,t tences).
and '..,' are not equipollent to each other.

If a magnet moves..,,
then an electric field ..,
results.

Object-sentence (physical law).

If an electric field...
arises,a cuffent... results.

As before.

Butif the magnet does (Analogous.)
not move ... then no
field... results,
but on the other hand (Analogous.)
anelectro-motivepower
resultsin the conductof...,

p.s, sentence.

As before.

As before.
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Paraphrase
(Analogous.)

33r

Kinds oJ smtence
As before.

(Loose)p.s. description
of sentenceg.
like the unsuccessful Az. Such and such Historical d,s. descripattempts to prove a protocol-sentences oc- tion of sentences.
Examples of a similar
kind,

A r. Sentences similar
to the previous ones.

motion of the earth relative to the " light
medium",

curring in the history
of physics. By means p,8, sentence
of these protocol-sentences such and such an
hypothesis is refuted.

The sentences A suggest the tentative construction of a phyeical
system S for which the
sentencea B ere true p,8. sentence,
(that ie to say, S is a
system of hypotheses
which is confirmed by
the sentencesA).
,.. in electro-dynamics B r. There is no term p.s. sentence.
no properties of the ob- in the appertaining
servable phenomena ... protocol-sentences (of
correspond to the con- the system S) correcept of absolute rest,
sponding to the tefm
'absolute rest' in the
sentences of electrodynamics.
but rather that .. . the B z. The ... laws (of the p.s. sentence (about
transformasame electro-dynamic system S) have the certain
... laws are valid for all same form in relation tions).
co-ordinatesystems ... to all co-ordinate systems,
We will take this supposition

lead to the supposition
that

(whose content will be B z shall be called the
of Relacalled in what follows " Principle
the " Principle of Rela- tivity ".
tivity ")
Bz is stated as a hypoas an hypothesis.
thetical P-rule.
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p.s. definition.

p.s, convention (definition of 'P-valid in S').

$ 86. Tne l-ocrc oF ScrENcErs SyNTAx
We have attempted to show by a brief examination of the problems of the logical analysisof physics and of the so-calledproblerrrs of foundation of the different domains-which also belong
to the logic of science-that these are, at bottom, syntactical,
although the ordinary formulation of the problems often disguises
their character. Metaphysical philosophy tries to go beyond the
empirical scientific questionsof a domain of scienceand to askquestions concerningthe nature of the objects of the domain. These
questionswe hold to be pseudo-questions.
The non-metaphysical
logic of science,also, takes a different point of view from that of
empirical science,not, however, becauseit assumesany metaphysical transcendency,but becauseit makes the language-forms
themselvesthe objects of a new investigation. On this view, it is
only possible,in any domain of science,to speak either in or about
the sentencesof this domain, and thus only object-sentencesand
syntactical sentencescan be stated.
The fact that we differentiate these two kinds of sentencesdoes
not mean that the two investigationsmust alwaysbe kept separate.
In the actual practice of scientific research,on the contrary, the
two points of view and the two kinds of sentencesare linked with
one another, We have seenfrom the exampleof a treatiseon physics
that investigations in the domains of the special sciencescontain
many syntacticalsentences.But it is also true, conversely,that
tesearchesin the logic of sciencealways contain numerous objectsentences; these sentences are in part object-sentencesof the
domain to which logical analysisis being applied, and in part
sentenceb
concerningthe psychological,sociological,and historical
circumstancesunder which work is being done in that field. So
although we can divide the conceptsinto logical and descriptive
concepts,and the sentencesof simpler form into sentencesof the
logic of science (that is to say, syntactical sentences)and objcctsentences,on the other hand no strict classificationof the investigationsthemselvesand the treatisesin which they are set
forth is possible.Treatisesin the domain of biology, for instance,
contain in part biological,and in part syntactical,sentences;there
are only differencesof degree,accordingto which of the two sorts
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of question predominates; and on thie basis one rnay, in practice,
distinguish between specially biological treatises and treatises of
the logic of science. He who wishes to investigate the questions
of the logic of sciencemust, therefore, renounce the proud claims
of a philosophy that'sits enthioned above the special sciences,
and must rcalize that he is working in exactly the same field as the
scientific specialist, only with a somewhat different emphasis: his
attention is directed more to the logical, formal, syntactical connections. Our thesis that the logic of scienceis syntax must therefore not be misunderstood to mean that the task of the logic of
science could be carried out independently of empirical science
and without regard to its empirical results. The syntactical investigation of a system which is already given is indeed a purely
mathematical task. But the languageof scienceis not given to us
in a syntactically eetabliehedform; whoever desireeto investigate
it muet accordingly takc into consideration the languagewhich is
urod in prrctice in the rpecial ecicncee,and only lay down rules
on thc basis of thie. In principle, certainly, a proposed new syntrctical formulation of any particular point of the language of
rcience is a convention, i.e. a matter of free choice. But such a
convention can only be useful and productive in practice if it has
regard to the availableempirical findings of scientific investigation.
[For instance, in physics the choice between deterministic laws
and laws of probability, or between Euclidean and non-Euclidean
geometry, although not univocally determined by empirical
material, is yet made in considerationof this material.I All work
in the logic of science,all philosophical work, is bound to be unproductive if it is not done in close co-operation with the special
sciences.
Perhaps we may say that the researchesof non-metaphysical
philosophy, and especiallythose of the logic of scienceof the last
decades,have all, at bottom, been syntactical researches,although
unconsciously.This essentialcharacterof such investigationsmust
now also be recognized in theory and systematicallyobserved in
practice. Only then will it be possibleto replacetraditional philosophy by a strict scientific discipline, namely, that of the logic of
scienceas the syntax ofthe languageofscience. The step from the
morassof subjectivist philosophicalproblems on to the firm ground
of exact syntactical problems must be taken. Then only shall we
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have as our subject-matter exact terms and theses that can be
clearly apprehended. Then only will there be any possibility of
fruitful co-operativework on the part of the various investigatoro
working on the same problems-work fruitful for the individual
questionsof the logic of science,for the scientific domain which ie
being investigated, and for scienceas a whole. In this book we
have only created a first working-tool in the form of syntactical
terms. The use of this instrument for dealing with the numerous
and urgent contemporary problems of the logic of science,and the
improverhent of it which will follow from its use, demandsthe cooperation of many minds.

